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This moment is the most special moment of your life so far, and you want to hold
on tight to it, capture in time to look back and pass along generations. You want
to rescue back all of what you were feeling during the most beautiful day of your
life, the day you say "I do" to your best friend. And that's where I step in!

I love people’s authenticity and their unique way of seeing life and showing
themselves, and would be thrilled to capture that specially for you! I believe the
love for our world, for life, and between people is such a precious feeling, and it's
what keep us moving everyday. Moments like your wedding day deserve to be
cherished and looked back on years from now. 

The most important day of your life should be done exactly how YOU TWO want it,
not how the other 200 guests in a traditional wedding think it should be. If you'd
like an elopement in a breathtaking location, do it! If your vibe is a cute backyard
wedding for the closest to your heart to appreciate and celebrate your love, go for
it! The important thing is have your day how you want to remember it, and you
can count me in to help make your vision come to life!



A B O U T  M E

Hey there!! My name is Amandha, I’m 24 years
old and a professional third wheel - I mean,
photographer -  based in Austin, TX, but
relocating to Denver, CO this upcoming
summer!! (and I'm SO EXCITED!) 
 When I’m not behind the lens you can find me
somewhere out there traveling, exploring
around, having a Starbucks, hanging out with
my favorite people, smushing my puppy, doing
any outdoorsy things I can find, or binging a tv
show eating dulce de leche ice cream. My
biggest mission as your professional third
wheel with a camera is make you comfortable
enough to come out of your shell and have the
best time of your life with your love.

My passion for traveling and creating
memories brought me all the way from Brazil
to the United States, where I’ve been living for
the past four (and a half) years. Since then I’ve
already lived on both coasts of the country
before coming to the Southwest, where I’ve
made my home since April 2021, and live with
my husband and our dog, Benny.

Creating the most wonderful moments and
memories for myself is what made me realize…
that’s what I want in life! I want to be the one
right there, capturing all of YOUR special
moments. Because I know how amazing it feels
to look back at them a few months, or years
from that day, and remember all of what was
going on in your life back then, and how good
it felt having those pictures taken. I want all
those imperfectly perfect moments, that you
would only have in your memories - because
hey, memories fade away, photographs don't.



K Y L E  +  M I C K E Y

- The (soon to be) Wright's

"My fiancée and I had never had professional photos
taken of us, so we were pretty nervous about taking
our engagement photos. But when Amandha
proposed the idea of a coffee shop date for a shoot,
we decided to give it a shot, and we couldn't possibly
be happier with how everything turned out. From the
start she made us comfortable by asking questions
about our love story, and we think she captured our
laugh-filled love perfectly at a beautiful location
here in Austin. You could tell that she's in the
business of capturing love in a moment, and her
genuine interest in our story was felt through every
step of the way. We are so thankful to Amandha for
walking us through the process and giving us some
beautiful photos that we'll cherish forever."



E L O P E M E N T S ,  I N T I M A T E  &  F U L L
S I Z E  W E D D I N G S

I know how stressful a wedding can be, even the small ones, I'm here to help you
make this day as stress free as it's possible for you two to actually enjoy the day you
dreamt about for so long. Booking me as your elopement photographer means you
have me by your side every step of the way! I'll be here to help you to find the perfect
location for your dream day (and even to figure out what really is your dream wedding
day - I know that can get confusing lol), find any permits needed if we decide to go on
an adventure and I'll even help you to timeline your day to make sure it'll be exactly
what you want! Ah, and some weddings packages have included a Limited or All
Inclusive Engagement shoot - so yeah, one less thing to worry about already!!



A D V E N T R U R E  E L O P E M E N T S
&  I N T I M A T E  W E D D I N G S

The intimacy of an Elopement & Small Weddings has a special place in my heart.
Theres just something about two lovers committing to each other, regardless of of
having someone to watch the show or having only the people you care the most
(and that you know the feeling is mutual!) to celebrate your special day with you
and your love, just makes my heart melt! And when that moment is happening at
the most stunning location - even if we need to hike up hours to get there - count
me in to document the whole journey so you can share with your people, even if
you chose to have this day only for and about you + your love. These packages are
perfect for the utmost intimate special day, celebrated with up to 30 guests!

$1200

Just Married
 

This 2 hours elopement package is
perfect for those getting married at
the courthouse or at a local park, or
maybe at a stunning location that

doesn't involve much of a hike.
Here, you'll get: 

 
- Full Gallery of 160+ refined photos
delivered in full resolution through

an online gallery;
- Sneak Peeks within 48 hours &

Full Gallery up to 6 weeks after your
special day;

- Up to 100 miles from home
included;

- 50% off on Limited
Engagement/Bridal Session

 



All About Us
This 4 hours Elopement Package is perfect for those

getting married at a stunning location with a short hike
upon us. I'll be happy to register the whole adventure as
you get to your dream location to tie the knot! Or if this
is for your Intimate Wedding, this package is generally
enough to include coverage of final moments of the

getting ready, ceremony and portraits. Or can include
from the ceremony until a couple hours into the

reception. Here, you'll get: 
 

- Full gallery 350+ refined photos delivered through an
online galley in full resolution;

- Sneak Peek within 72 hours & Full Gallery within 6-8
weeks;

- Hikes up to 1hrs each way while documenting your
journey;

- I'll go up to 100 miles from home* at no extra charge;
- Complimentary Mini Engagement/Bridal Session

- 18 pages 8x8 Little Photo Book

$1900

Adventure of My Life
This 6 hours Elopement Package is perfect for those

getting married at a stunning location that requires a
bit of a longer hike, or some amazing adventure right

after the "I Do's" that you'd love to have documented -
maybe you're going camping, or riding atv's, or idk...

skydiving?? Whatever it is, I'll be happy to register the
whole adventure!! For an Intimate Wedding , this

package can fit about an hour of getting ready + detail
shots, time for portraits, ceremony until a couple hours

into the reception.
Here, you'll get: 

 
- Full gallery 500+ refined photos delivered through an

online galley in full resolution;
- Sneak Peek within 72 hours & Full Gallery within 6-8

weeks;
- Hikes up to 2hrs each way while documenting your

journey;
- I'll go up to 100 miles from home* at no extra charge;

- Complimentary Mini Engagement/Bridal Session
- 18 pages 8x8 Little Photo Book

 

$2250



F U L L  S I Z E  W E D D I N G S
I grew up in a biiiig family (my mom is one of ten!!) and as a Latina, I know very well that
sometimes we're just that close with all the 150 people in our family tree!! So, I totally
get it the wish and need to have a bigger wedding, and I honestly love to see all the
grandmas rockin’ on the dance floor, the aunties a little tipsy but just oh so happy to be
there with you, the kids breakdancing and running around and the grandpa giving the
sweetest speech that makes everyone cry. The point is, it all hits so close to home, that I
couldn't be happier in being considered to be part of the crew and document your big
day with your big family - blood or heart! So these packages are perfect if you're
planning your fairytale dream wedding with more than 30 guests.

6 hours - $2700
This package can fit about an hour
of getting ready + detail shots,
time for portraits, and of course,
from ceremony until a couple
hours into the reception. 

With either of the packages above, you'll get: 
 

- Full gallery included (80-100 photos/hour)
delivered through an online galley in full

resolution;
 

- Sneak peek within 72 hours & full gallery
within 6-10 weeks;

 
- Up to 50 miles from home*;

 
- Complimentary all inclusive
engagement/bridal session;

 
- 20 pages 10x10 LayFlat Photo Album

professionally designed
 

- If you need more time, or a second
photographer, add-ons are available!

 

8 hours - $3100
This package gives you more time to capture
all the detail shots and getting ready, even
include a first look, officiant ceremony,
portraits and the full reception. The most
complete package to make sure the beginning
of your Happily Ever After will be remembered
as long as your fairytale love story. 



T H E  
C O M P L I M E N T A R Y

S E S S I O N S
As you noticed, some of my packages have

included an engagement or bridal session. I
offer those for two reasons: I think you should

have the experience to meet me for some
photos before your big day so you can be even
more comfortable with me on your wedding day

+ I believe you should have some amazing
photos with a more casual look before the "I
do" day, they can be used for invitations and
websites and are an amazing way to connect

with your better half and soak in the fact that
YOU ARE ENGAGED!! But I also understand that
sometimes you either already had those done

before coming to me, or one of you don't really
love photos that much, and that's why I also

offer the bridal session that can be solo. After
all, as always, this whole process is about you

and your love!

1.
After deciding you'll work with me and making it official,
we'll meet for a coffee, or drinks, or walk on the park, or

a video call - whatever you prefer - and decide on a
date, location, vibe and everything in between for the

complimentary session. All sessions include as well an
outfit guidance, and the download + print release.

 
2.

At the day of, our session will be up to 35 or 60 minutes
long, unless discussed otherwise and take place in a

previous discussed location of your choice*
 

3.
Your photos are professionally edited and delivered

digitally through a private online gallery, up to 6 weeks
after the photoshoot. 

 
4.

Your gallery will have included at least 15 photos and
you can upgrade to include more (or all) photos after

the session.

t h i s  i s  h o w  i t  w o r k s



Included with the "Happily
Ever After"
Up to 60 minutes
Location of your choice*
Two outfits
All images digitally refined
and in full resolution (40-80
photos)
Online gallery + print release
No prints included

a l l  i n c l u s i v e
C O M P L I M E N T A R Y

S E S S I O N

Included with the Intimate &
Micro Wedding Packages
Up to 35 minutes 
Location of your choice*
One outfit
15 digitally refined images in full
resolution
Online gallery + print release
No prints included
Full Gallery add-on available

m i n i
C O M P L I M E N T A R Y

S E S S I O N



E X T R A S  A N D
add ons

EXTRA SHOOTING TIME

For when 6 hours seems to little and 8 hours seems too much! (Or
something like that). 
I understand how some packages are just to square for your unique
wedding day, so I offer extra hours photographing your day to make
sure your needs are match perfectly!

$410 per hour

SECOND SHOOTER

Although I'd love to be in all places getting all the angles at all
times, we know that's just humanly impossible. So, if your wedding is
a little too big or if you'd just like to have more photos of different
angles from your big day, I'm more than happy to take a fellow
photographer of my trust to second shoot with me and guarantee
you'll have all the important angles and moments covered in full!

$75 per hour

EXTRA EDITING TIME

I do my very best to get those retouched photos to you as perfect as
they can be. But making all the fly away hairs or people in the
background disappear takes much more time and effort. But if that's
what you want, I got you!  I'm happy to spend extra time making your
favorite images absolutely perfect. 

$50 per hour



E X T R A S  A N D  A D D  O N S
for your complimentary session

FULL GALLERY

For when every single photo is your favorite photo and you don’t
want to have to drive yourself crazy choosing your top 15. Have ‘em
all and have more to look back to fuel those sentimental afternoons.
A full gallery will be between 40 - 80 photos.

$250

EXTRA DIGITAL DOWNLOADS

Only 15 photos isn't enough to keep your memories safe? I get it! You
can add as many more photos as you want to your gallery or have it
all to yourself.

PS. It might be better to get a bundle!

$15 per photo

$60 per 5 extra photos
$110 per 10 extra photos

EXTRA SESSION TIME

You want the full engagement session experience and have a full
hour for your session? Or are we going on a hike that will take
definitely more than 30 minutes to get at the perfect spot, take a
good amount of photos and come back? I'm happy to spend more
time doing what I love to make sure you'll have all the memories of
that day captured!

$190 per 30 minutes



@amandhaluiza_photography

T R A V E L

Up to 100 miles away driving: $1/mile travel
fee past 30 miles.
Between 100 - 200 miles away driving:
$75/hour travel fee.

Lodging (Cost of AirBnb or basic hotel
room)
Food ($60/day)
Flights (cost of economy flight)
Rental car (rental car fee and gas)

Whether it’s hopping on a plane to come and
meet you at the base of your favorite
mountain, or jumping in a car to explore
somewhere that plays a crucial part of your life
story, I LOVE a new adventure. If you’d like to
scheme an adventure closer to me, I’ll take the
trip for free within 30 miles away from home*.
If we’re going a little further afield, here are
my rates:

If it's further than 200 miles away, this is what
you can expect to be added on - to be
discussed on a case to case basis:

HOWEVER, there are some exception to those
rates. Have I said I LOVE a new adventure? I
really do. So, if your dream location is on my
bucket list - aka, most of the National Parks
and cool towns - I'm more than happy to do a
discounted travel fee or even have zero. It all
depends where we're going. Let's chat about it!



What’s in your camera bag?

I shoot mostly with my Sony a7iii + 35mm lens. I also always carry
a zoom 70-180mm lens and a speedlite flash for when it's
needed. Aside from a reflector, prisms for fun photos effects, a
cream blanket and a pop up tent to make outfit changes easier
during sessions!

F A Q S

Do you travel for photoshoots?

Yes! I love to travel and love new adventures, please refer
back to the page "Travels" in this guide.

How many images will we receive?

For the All Inclusive Complimentary Session you'll receive all your
best images (40-80) in full resolution! For the Limited Session
you'll get 15 images of your choice and you can upgrade to get as
many as you'd like up to 40-80 photos if you choose full gallery.
For weddings, I'll give you all the best shots from your perfect day
- around 80 photos per hour.



How long have you been a photographer?

I first started to photograph during high school when I was only
15 y.o, but it was about 2 years ago that I decided to turn my
passion into a business. Since May 2022 I've been all in and
have doing this full time!

Can we meet you before booking?

Absolutely! I like to at least do a call consultation with you to
make sure we're the perfect fit, and I would love to turn that
call into a Starbucks meeting - coffee on me!

What should we wear for photos?

I'll send you an outfit guide prior the session to help you out
with that, but my biggest piece of advice is wearing something
that makes you happy and comfortable. Also, neutral colors
for the win!

F A Q S



What if we need to raincheck or cancel?

Do you give us all of the RAW files?

No, unfortunately I can't give the RAW files as they do not
reflect my final work. 

F A Q S

I'll reschedule a photoshoot in case of rain if I think it's
necessary and no fees will be charged. If you need to cancel
for any reason, you have up to 7 days before our original date
to cancel your session but the non-refundable deposit (50% of
the session) will be kept and it can be applied to another
session, if you'd like to reschedule it. If you cancel with less
than a week, unfortunately you'll be asked to pay a sitting fee
of $50. Exceptions for emergency applies.

What happens now?

Let's set up a call to talk through your ideas and make sure
we're the perfect fit! As soon as you let me know you decided
to work with me, I'll send you a link with the next steps to make
it official. That includes a non-refundable 25% of your wedding
package, to lock the date only for you.



Kalinka + David

"Where to start. . . .  let's start with AMAZING! First thing I want to
say is my fiancé who hates photos actually enjoyed this shoot
with Amandha, and walked away saying how fun it was; that

says a lot!! ! But what really stood Amandha out to me in a sea
of engagement/ wedding photographers was her personable,

communicative style. She was the only photographer to
respond answering my initial inquiry questions out of 15-20

businesses. The rest sent a 'copy & paste response', which told
me they didn't take the time to read it . Amandha made me feel

that she was really taking the time to make sure we got
everything and more out of our shoot experience, (arriving
early to our photoshoot site to get ideas, actually taking

photos from my Pinterest inspo board!!! ,  reading through my
fiancé & I's wants out of the photoshoot questionnaire and

more). Overall , she has truly been a breath of fresh air during
our wedding planning months."

Chelsea + Alex

"Working with Amandha was truly a pleasure, not only
because she is very outspoken and positive, but also for
her being open and willing to follow our ideas, whether

they were conservative or crazy. She also kept us on
track with timeline and details, she is very good about
that!! ! But the biggest treasure, was definitely when we

saw the pictures: the colors, ideas and moments that she
captured were amazing! For all you new couples looking
for an excellent photographer, do not hesitate to contact

her, you won't be disappointed!"



Chelsea + Alex

Kailey + Payton

Joel + Mako

"Amandha photographed our engagement
beautifully!! ! She captured every special

moment from the proposal, to celebrating
with friends and family, to an intimate

photoshoot with just me and my fiancé. They
are photos we will cherish forever."

"Amandha did such an amazing job on our
wedding photos. Communication on

everything she needed was prompt, she
asked amazing questions to fill in things

that we weren't even sure about, and
execution on day-of couldn't have been

more stellar. Highly, highly recommend her!"
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Now that you’ve got the lowdown, let’s make this a thing! 

Here’s what’s next:

B O O K  M E
how to

L E T ’ S  M A K E  S O M E  M A G I C  T O G E T H E R  -
B E C A U S E  T H E  G O O D  O L D  D A Y S  D E S E R V E  T O

L A S T  F O R E V E R .

Get a hold of me, we'll hop on a call and you can ask me
as many questions as you want. Then you and I will get
right into figuring out if we’re made for each other the
way that I think we probably are (especially if you made it
all the way through this guide)!

Give me the word, and I’ll shoot you a contract so we can
make it official. It’s 30% to lock-in the date, and the
remaining of it can be paid up to a month prior the
wedding.

I’ll shoot you a questionnaire so that I can get the
creative wheels in motion as I begin to envision our shoot
and the most authentic way to capture your whole true
self!



for taking the time to
read this guide and
considering me to be
your photographer! I can't
wait to hear from you!! 

I'd love to hear your
thoughts, and know more
about you, so we can go
forward with our process
and make some magical
moments together.

LET'S KEEP

thank you!!

@amandhaluizaphoto

Amandha Luiza Photography

+1 (512) 710-8849

https://amandhaluizaphotography.com

hello@amandhaluizaphotography.com

in touch

Let's tell your story, your way!

@amandhaluizaphoto


